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1.cIntroducton
One of the things that I really love of math and in special of fractals are how they are relatonated with the 
real world and the concept of beauty. One example is this beautful Spleenwort in the picture whose small 
leaves, reminds the bigger ones. 

MichaelcBUarnsleycdescribed a recursive matrix functon which could model the appearance of this bush very
properly in his book Fractals Everywhere so this fractal recived its name. 

I’m profesor of ofce sooware and I wanted to show my students how the can make this in Calc. (in Excel is 
the same but you have to change a bit the name of the functonss. 

In this Didactc unit,  we will learn how to create it using the dispersion Graphs of Spreadsheet sooware like 
Calc / Excel. 
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2.cMathcTheory
Barnsley's fern uses four afne transformatons. hhe formula for the transformaton is the following: 

We change the parameters of each a, b, c, d, e and f depending of the functons which is executed which 
depends of a random probability.  Following table parameterizes the values.

FunctoncGenerator ac bc cc dc ec fc
Random

Parameter
ProbabilitycofcthecFunctonc

ƒ1 generates the Stem 0 0 0 0.16 0 0 <0,01 0.01 

ƒ2 generates Successively smaller 
leafets

0.85 0.04 −0.04 0.85 0 1.60 <0,86 0.85 

ƒ3 generates Largest leothand leafet 0.20 −0.26 0.23 0.22 0 1.60 <0,93 0.07 

ƒ4 generates Largest rightthand leafet −0.15 0.28 0.26 0.24 0 0.44 <1.0 0.07 

So this table means the following 

hhe frst functon generates the Stem and only happens with a very low probability of 0,1

hhe second functon generates Successively smaller leafets with a big probability of 0,85

hhe third functon generates Largest leothand leafet with a low probability of 0,07

hhe fourth functon generates Largest rightthand leafet with a low probability of 0,07

When we iterate this matrix 2000t7500 tmes it appears this wonderful functon.

hhis looks a bit difcult so we are going to convert it in a iteratve fucton in next secton.
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3.cProgramingcitcincCalccandcgetngcthecdata
hhis is a recursive functon but to be implemented in spreadsheets i’ve to simulate the iteratons , for this 
purpose,  I’ve used the rows of the data base as iteratons with four columns

IteratoncColumnc(D5)l :  Number of Iteraton of the Fractal

Iteraton0  = 0 

Iteratonn  = 1+Iteratonnt1

You will have to fll all this cells before flling the others so that the automatc flling will work in the others. 
You can do it by flling the D5 cell with = D4+1 . hhen copy it and go to selecton square and write D6:D7500,
press enter to select the 7500 cells and then Ctrl+V (to paste all the functonss

RandomcColumnc(EU5)l:c 

hhis is a random number generated by the system using the functon =Rand(s which decides which functon 
is executed each tme. 

E4 =Rand(s; 

XcColumnc(F5)l:c

It represents the coordinate x of the functon which is based in the values of the upper row (which is the 
last iteratons and the random value which indicates which of the four functons will be executed. 

hhe idea is 

X0  = 0 

Xn = f(Xnt1,Ynt1s = 

If random number <0,01;    Functon 1 which depends of  Xnt1  and Ynt1 

If random number <0,86; Functon 2 which depends of  Xnt1  and Ynt1 

If random number <0,93; Functon 3 which depends of  Xnt1  and Ynt1 

If random number <1,00; Functon 4 which depends of  Xnt1  and Ynt1 

hranslated to calc is this functon is 

F5=si.conjunto(
E5<0,01;0; 
E5<0,86;0,85*f4+0,04*g4; 
E5<0,93;0,2*f4+t0,26*g4; 
E5<1;t0,15*f4+0,28*g4s 
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YcColumnc(G5)l:c

It represents the coordinate y of the functon which is based in the values of the upper row (which is the 
last iteratons and the random value which indicates which of the four functons will be executed. 

hhe idea is 

Y0  = 0 

Yn = f(Xnt1,Ynt1s =  

If random number <0,01;    Functon 1 which depends of  Xnt1  and Ynt1 

If random number <0,86; Functon 2 which depends of  Xnt1  and Ynt1 

If random number <0,93; Functon 3 which depends of  Xnt1  and Ynt1 

If random number <1,00; Functon 4 which depends of  Xnt1  and Ynt1 

hranslated to calc is this functon is 

G5=si.conjunto(
E5<0,01;0,16*G4; 
E5<0,86;t0,04*f4+0,85*g4+1,6; 
E5<0,93;0,23*f4+0,22*g4+1,6; 
E5<1;0,25*f4+0,24*g4+0,44s 

Finally we use the wonderful functon of automatc flling selectng the frst cell and pressing in the black 
point in the righttdown corner. 

In 
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4. Representnn it in Calc 
ho represent it in calc , we use the XY Dispersion diagram 

Each Series of this diagram recives the values that we have to set to the X and Y columns 

If we have do it properly it should appear a graphic like this one
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But if we like to see it properly, we should change the size of the point by clicking in one of the points and 
changing the size to 0,05 cm, also you can change the color to Green (if you don’t want an alien blue plant 

s

Aoer this you will get this wonderful mathematc model of the nature. 

5).cFinalcnotes

If you want the work done and you have arrived so far reading, you deserve it ¡   and you can fnd the 
made Calc fle in the site of the Etwinning Project of this fle: https://twinspace.etwinning.net/70022/

From this lines also thanks my Colleage and friend Luminita Mose from the SSCNK school in bucharest who 
introduced me in this project, and give me the idea to make this Didactc unit. 
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